Killarney Hat
Moss

The Killarney Hat will ward
off winter chills for years to
come. Knit by hand in County
Cork, Ireland; pure new wool.
One size fits most. In Moss,
Mulberry, Indigo, or Ivory.
B10040 K
 illarney Hand-Knit
Hat $80

Moss

Mulberry

Indigo

Ivory

WHeEL OF THE YEAR
The wheel of the year turns through the winter solstice, and now
spins toward the light. The change is imperceptible at first, but the
light gradually returns—each day, a little more sun chases away
the night. We celebrate a new year and the promise of bright days
ahead.

NEW! Vine, Fruit and Sun

EXCLUSIVE! Through the summer, the sun-kissed leaves drink in
the light, storing the sun’s warmth in ripening fruit. Celebrate vine,
fruit and sun with gems and gold. Framed in gold, drops of faceted
labradorite glow with an inner flicker, radiant freshwater pearls gleam in
a rich shade of merlot, all on a chain of gleaming 14k gold fill,
accented with 24k gold vermeil beads. Natural gems will
vary. Necklace is 17" long. Handcrafted in USA.
J10668 Gold and Merlot Pearl Earrings $30
J20959 Labradorite and Merlot Pearl Necklace $120

NEW! Power of the Sun

NEW! Woodland Tapestry

In a style reminiscent of medieval tapestries,
this portrait of a deer is depicted in the
woodlands, surrounded by flowers and leaves.
Locket, adorned with a purple-red crystal,
holds two pictures. Brass plated;
chain adjusts 16-18"
J20455 Deer Locket $32

actual size

The winter solstice marks the return of the unconquerable sun, the
summer solstice its pinnacle. A trinity knot in the fiery colors of the
sun—warm copper, shining bronze, silvery-white—speaks to the
eternal power of the light. Gleaming bands of bronze-edged copper
finish this dramatic torc necklace. Approx. 18" around overall.
J21049 Trinity Knot Torc $72

actual size

WHEEL OF THE YEAR

The Celts did not measure the passing of time with a calendar. Their sense of
the year was circular, marked at the quarters and cross-quarters by seasonal
festivals. This beautifully detailed plaque by Maxine Miller depicts the cycles
of nature in plant forms arrayed around spokes denoting the festivals. Resin
plaque has eight hangers on the back, so you can turn it as the year turns.
10½" diameter. In Wood-tone, as shown, or Dark Bronze (see gaelsong.com)
D23020 Wheel of the Year Plaque $60

actual size

NEW! Celebration
actual size

NEW! To Be One

With the Forest

The stag runs on hidden paths
through the forest, learning
its every tree. Here, a mystical
stag truly becomes one with
the trees, proudly displaying
branch-like antlers bearing
leaves. Hefty brass figure
stands 22" high, 14½" wide.
Gift wrap and rush delivery
are not available.
D21132 Stag with Leafy
Antlers $185
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sparkling
snowflakes

The crystalline beauty of
a sparkling snowflake
carries in its heart a trinity
knot, a statement of the
balance and harmony of the seasons.
Silver-tone jewelry glimmers with an
array of crystals. Pendant on 17" chain.
J10422 Trinity Knot Snowflake
Earrings $22
J20644 Trinity Knot Snowflake
Pendant $25
J60067 Trinity Knot Snowflake
Brooch $22

gaelsong.com

A festive garland of trinity knots makes for
a sparkling celebration any time. Ribbons
of sterling silver knotwork filigree get an
unexpected twist in this lighthearted jewelry.
Necklet 18" long. Gift-boxed. Ireland.
J10724 Twisty Celtic Knot Earrings $65
J21047 Twisty Celtic Knot Necklet $80
SAVE $10! Buy both for $135

NEW! Rippling Waves
EXCLUSIVE! A midnight walk at
the water's edge, waves
rippling in the moonlight.
Wrap yourself in a
magical vison with
this fanciful knit
topper in dusty teal.
Ripple upon ripple
defines the cuffs and
full-length shawl
collar; princess
seams make for a
smooth, shaped
fit. 33" long.
Imported. Stretchy
mid-weight
cotton/spandex;
machine wash,
line dry. Sizes
XS-XXL.
A40141 RippleEdged Topper $135

NEW! At Your Fingertips

Stay warm in elegant style. Sleek gloves feature a
folded-cuff effect and Celtic-knotwork button on the
wrist. Fleece-lined knit with faux-suede back, stretches
to fit most hands. Touchscreen fingertip patch on
thumb and index finger. In Black, Grey and Navy.
B10119 Celtic Button Gloves $32

1.800.205.5790

Grey
Black
Navy Blue
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